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been issued to all authorized vehicles and accordingly, access control of vehicles is regulated through RF 

Readers installed at the locations. To ensure safety and security of Members of Parliament and their 

vehicles, it has been decided that vehicles other than those subscribing to LMV-NT category viz. Motor 

Cars, Jeeps, SUVs (carrying authorized Car Parking Label and Radio Frequency Tag), would not be 

permitted to gain access through Iron Gates of Parliament House Estate.  

 

Kind co-operation of Members is solicited.  

-------- 

No.7187                               Parliament Security Service, PH 

 

Admission of Persons accompanying Hon’ble Members to Parliament House  

 

 Hon‟ble Members are informed that PSs/PAs/Personal Guests and Visitors accompanying Hon‟ble 

Members to Parliament House are permissible, subject to security considerations.    

--------- 

 

No.7188 Parliament Security Service (CCS) 
 

Guidelines for Members to familiarize with the operation of Security Gadgets in Parliament House 

Complex 
 

1. Modern Security Gadgets have been installed in the Parliament House Complex to restrict 

unauthorized entry. 
 

2. A distance of at least five feet between two vehicles may be maintained while crossing the Boom 

Barrier as the system allows clearance of only one vehicle at a time. In case any vehicle accidently 

hits the Boom Barrier, the driver must STOP the vehicle immediately. 
 

3. Kindly adhere to the speed limits displayed at appropriate locations while entering through security 

gadgets. Members are requested to brief their drivers accordingly. 
 

4. Occupants of vehicles are to be identified at the second Boom Barrier. Members are accordingly 

requested to stop for checking at Boom Barrier-II. 
 

5. It may be ensured that the speed of the vehicle does not exceed 10 kmph till the vehicle crosses the 

last gadget at the Iron Gates. The gadgets are designed in such a manner that they may get activated 

immediately in an emergency. In case the speed of vehicles exceeds the speed limit of 10 kmph, it 

may be difficult for the person driving the vehicle to bring the vehicle safe halt. Impact against the 

Tyre Killers and Road Blockers can cause serious damage to the vehicle and injuries to the 

occupants. 
 

6. Security Power Fence (SPF) has been installed in the entire perimeter of PH Complex. The power 

fence will give a deterrent shock (as per internationally permissible standards) to any person coming 

in contact with the fence. Kindly avoid coming close to the power fence. 
 


